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If there’s one constant in  
the world of business today, 
it’s change. Nothing stays 
still for long.

But this is no longer the smooth, evolutionary 
change we imagine. Today, it’s more likely to be 
a series of stop/start lurches. Just when we’ve 
equipped our business and people for the “new 
normal,” it gets replaced by the new “new normal” 
and the process of change starts all over again.

More change, faster than ever 
These shocks to the system are happening at an 
alarmingly fast pace. This may be due to external 
events such as globalization, Covid-19, international 
conflict, disruptive market conditions or new 
technologies like blockchain, artificial intelligence 
and robotic process automation. Increasingly 
though, it’s caused by a perfect storm of  
many factors.

While we can try to predict future events and spread 
our bets, change will inevitably catch us unaware 
and unprepared. Who would have thought that 2020 
would see a once-in-a-century pandemic bring the 
world to a standstill?
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To improve is to change; to be perfect 
is to change often.” Winston Churchill

“



The transformation imperative 
For their part, today’s businesses have had  
to adapt to a wide range of market challenges. 
It’s made business transformation a hot topic  
and the subject of many articles, books and 
keynote speeches. 

The transformations we tend to hear about most 
are the big, strategic initiatives. These include 
everything from mergers and acquisitions to new, 
often digital, business models. 

But more often than not, organizations need to 
transform on many levels simultaneously. This 
encourages a predominantly operational focus: 
how do we do things better, faster, cheaper?

Getting ready for tomorrow  
What unites virtually all transformation initiatives 
is that they’re fundamentally about determining 
the future of the business. It’s about consciously 
adapting an organization so that it can fulfill its 
strategy. It’s about having the ability to adapt to 
changing circumstances, no matter what.

The question is: How?
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While most business 
leaders fully understand 
the need for change, 
making change happen  
in the real world is hard. 

A brief review of almost any business publication 
will highlight a multitude of initiatives that 
underperform against their objectives. But, to date, 
little progress has been made in transforming the 
effectiveness of business transformation.

Failure is not because of a fundamental flaw in 
the thinking or objectives. Many initiatives are 
based on sound business strategy and focused 
on meeting a real need in the wider market. The 
problem is turning the ambition into an effective 
and workable plan. One that delivers, and keeps 
delivering, over the long term.
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If you want to make enemies,  
try to change something.” Woodrow Wilson

“

It’s about people  
Whether it’s a functional change, a merger 
integration, a cost-cutting exercise or a business 
model update, transformation programs are 
complex and multi-faceted. 

What looks good in theory can struggle when it 
comes face to face with the real-world messiness 
of how people work and react to change.

At its core, business transformation should 
improve how your people work to advance  
your business strategy. It’s a reconfiguration  
of your organizational resources, capabilities 
and investments to drive growth, to better  
serve customers, to enter new markets or 
whatever your ambition may be. 
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Making change happen in the real world 
This is a challenge for any business, but it 
becomes more acute when your employees 
number in the thousands and you operate  
across multiple locations. 

It’s not enough to have the vision and the will 
to transform; you need a modern methodology 
and practical tools that can help you manage 
the inevitable complexity transformation involves. 
Tools that can both accelerate the process  
and help ensure the changes you make deliver 
against your objectives (and continue to do  
so over the long term). 

Gaining clarity on your 
current situation

01
Exploring the different design 
options open to you and 
assessing the impact of each

02

Developing a plan for 
how you will move to your 
future state

03
Monitoring your progress 
over time, so you can 
course-correct if needed
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Four stages to every transformation 
While every business transformation is different, 
there are typically four stages that every 
program goes through: 

Successfully navigating these four stages will 
enable you to achieve the levels of stakeholder 
engagement, transparency and effective 
communication you need to ensure your 
programs fully deliver against objectives.

Let’s explore each of these in more detail. 90% of leaders in the middle are 
likely to resist change, not because 
they’re resistant people, but because 
they just don’t have the tools. 

John Boudreau, Professor of Management  
and Organization, University of Southern California

“



Successful business 
transformations are built on 
solid foundations. To know 
how to get where you want 
to go, it’s important you’re 
clear about where you are 
right now.

Today, in most organizations, there’s no shortage 
of data—quite the opposite. Most businesses are 
drowning in it. 

A typical enterprise will be juggling numerous 
datasets from many different systems. They’ll have 
finance data, HR data, operational data, business 
intelligence data. The list goes on.

This complexity is compounded by the fact that data 
is often reported differently across systems and 
localities. What’s more, individual departments will 
understandably collect data specific to their needs.

It’s a recipe for almost bewildering complexity.
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Clarity affords focus.” Thomas Leonard“



Getting a grip on data 
It’s not surprising then that so many organizations 
find it difficult to gain a clear perspective on the 
current state of their business at anything other 
than the macro level. Yet without granular insight, 
transformation initiatives will inherently struggle. 
You simply won’t have an in-depth view of the 
workforce issues you must solve to enact change 
and make it stick.

So, the first challenge in delivering a successful 
business transformation program is to import, 
clean and integrate all your datasets, so you 
have a single source of truth to build from. 
Irregularities will need to be ironed out (we’d 
love to show you how easy this is to do in orgvue 
with drag-and-drop data cleaning).

The foundation for change 
The resulting data baseline should enable you to 
align teams on the priorities for transformation, 
and the strategy and scope of the project. 

You should be able to clearly see where you stand 
against targets and budgets. This will enable you 
to pull together the information you need to shape 
the business case for transformation.

Importantly, it should help you identify both 
opportunities for change and highlight the risks  
of not doing so.
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In the real world, there’ll never be a single, perfect 
way to transform an organization (no matter what 
some business books claim). Instead, there’ll be 
many options to choose from, each with its own 
pros, cons and trade-offs. The appropriateness of 
each will be governed by factors, including: 

> How you expect the future to look for
your business and the wider market

> The timescales you’re working to and when
you need to deliver results

> The organization’s appetite for change and
its commitment to altering everyday operations

> And constraints around available resources

What this makes clear is that in determining  
the right design for your business transformation, 
you need to be able to model a range of  
different approaches.

Once you have clarity on 
where you are and where 
you want to get to, the 
focus shifts to plotting a 
route forward. 
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Design is not just what it looks like  
and feels like. Design is how it works.” Steve Jobs

“



Exploring alternative scenarios  
We find the best way to do this is to think in 
terms of “what-if” scenarios. These help place 
your transformation activities into a highly 
practical context. 

For example, you might explore: What if we 
moved everyone from our customer contact 
center in the heart of the city to one on the 
outskirts? Or, what if we moved to a hybrid or 
fully remote model? Or even automated major 
parts of the operation? What would the people 
and cost impacts be? 

In transformations focused primarily on cost 
reduction, you could examine the effects of 
downsizing specific departments, functions or 
teams. Or you might look at what will happen if 
certain layers were removed altogether.

And for a business transformation rooted in 
accelerating innovation, your what-if scenario 
planning could dive into ways to free up 
resources, so that more time is given to 
new product development. Or to scaling up 
recruitment in specific areas. Or even pursuing 
a merger or acquisition opportunity. 

Zeroing in on the right approach 
By exploring and analyzing different options, 
you’ll be able to focus on the most promising 
ones for your objectives, budget and timescales. 

You’ll be able to compare these scenarios to 
your current baseline for headcount and costs to 
understand how each is materially different. 

And you’ll be able to explore how different 
scenarios will impact employee count, cost, 
depth, spans of control or other metrics.

Importantly, you should look to represent 
these changes visually, not simply as endless 
spreadsheets. This will allow everyone involved 
see what business transformation will really 
mean for the organization. It’ll enable people 
right across the business to have meaningful 
conversations about the way forward. 
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We now have clarity 
on where we are as 
an organization. We’ve 
explored many scenarios for 
how we transform, so that 
we can meet current and 
future opportunities and 
tackle threats. And we’ve 
selected the best design for 
our business. The challenge 
now is how to get there.

The problem of execution 
Many business transformations that struggle to 
meet and sustain their objectives, do so in the 
execution phase. For all the focus on technology 
and processes, effective transformation mainly 
comes down to what your people do on  
a daily basis.

It’s not enough to shuffle boxes and reporting lines 
on an org chart. You need to be able to clearly 
visualize the roles you’ll need in your future state. 

This will enable you to map people to positions 
using criteria relevant to your specific objectives. 
It should also allow you to create robust selection 
methods and assess the talent pools you already 
have. In doing so, you should be able to spot 
duplications and gaps in individual roles, enabling 
you to decide whether people should  
be reassigned, and to identify key hires you’ll  
need to make. 
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Give me six hours to chop down  
a tree and I will spend the first  
four sharpening the axe.” Abraham Lincoln

“



Getting change teams on the same page 
The complexity of modern transformation 
initiatives means there are likely to be many 
workstreams happening at every stage. With 
the right level of visualization, you should be 
able to take an aggregated view across the 
entire project. 

This will enable you to better engage 
implementation teams to ensure you have the 
resources you need to make change happen 
where it really matters—on the ground in your 
business. It means you’ll be able to run parallel 
change teams while maintaining a central view 
of progress against your objectives. 

Again, the more visual you can make this, the 
better. This will help you get your teams aligned 
and moving in the same direction.
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Most companies get the vision 
right, but the execution is the hard 
part: more than half of companies 
undertaking transformation fail to 
achieve the desired business result.” 

Stephen G. Hasty, KPMG

“
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As we’ve seen, ensuring you deliver against a 
program’s objectives means being rigorous in the 
execution. It’s important that you stay on track with 
your transformation strategy and also quickly spot 
opportunities to adjust and improve your approach 
over time.

How are we doing? 
The metrics themselves are likely to be many  
and varied. Having easy-to-access reports that 
clearly show where you are against both your 
baseline and your targets is vitally important.

In terms of people, this should show where 
positions are being removed, filled and vacated 
at the enterprise, cost center and individual level. 
Where you spot areas that are deviating from the 
plan, underperforming against the strategy or 
increasing costs beyond what’s acceptable, you 
should be able to quickly drill into the detail.

Real transformation 
takes time. Most business 
transformations are  
multi-year projects. And 
in that time, the world will 
continue to change. 
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If you can’t measure it,  
you can’t change it.” Peter Drucker

“
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From here, you can course-correct or even pivot 
if necessary to remain focused on delivering 
against your strategy. Again, it’s important that 
this information is easily understandable to all 
relevant stakeholders. It should form the core 
of the narrative business leaders use to keep 
everyone up to speed on where the organization 
has got to and what it will take to get where it 
needs to be. 

Telling transformational stories 
Painting this picture of a transformed future for 
the business shouldn’t be a simple one-time 
event. To be effective, leaders need to use every 
opportunity to tell and retell the story of why the 
business is transforming. 

In doing so, they should also celebrate  
and reinforce successes along the way, 
helping maintain momentum and stakeholder 
engagement. And they should be able to tailor 
the story, using metrics specific to each division 
and department to make it more relevant to 
individual teams.
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The purpose of many 
business transformation 
projects is to react to 
significant events in  
the market: 

“The way our customers are buying is changing.” 

“Our costs are out of whack with revenue and 
profits.” 

“Competitors are innovating faster and more 
effectively than we are.”

But while the aim is often to disrupt the market, 
when businesses fall into the revolving door of stop/
start transformation, it can be the organization itself 
that is disrupted most. Morale suffers. Everyday 
operations underperform. The business struggles to 
maintain focus on its strategy.
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Disruption is a process,  
not an event.” Clayton M Christensen

“



More manageable transformations 
The adaptive enterprise is different. In an 
adaptive enterprise, the organization sees a 
shift from large scale all-or-nothing initiatives to 
a continuous process of operating model design 
improvement. Technology is used to streamline 
and accelerate the process of transformation. 
It delivers clarity on where the business is at 
any given time, enabling faster, more informed 
decision making.

The adaptive enterprise is able to continuously 
monitor the health of the business, not simply 
take a snapshot of a point in time. This is the 
foundation for building a proactive capability to 
spot risks to the business before they take root 
and opportunities to operate better. In doing 
so, it reduces the need for painful, demoralizing, 
large-scale transformations.

Achieving continuous improvement 
Ultimately, the adaptive enterprise will 
continuously cycle through the process of 
assessing its current situation, designing possible 
solutions against different scenarios, creating 
effective change plans and meticulously 
monitoring the transition. In time, this will lead  
to smaller, less disruptive changes that are 
easier to execute and more likely to endure.

The result? An organization that can more easily 
adapt to an evolving market environment, no 
matter how the world changes. 
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About orgvue

When change is the only constant, unpredictability 
the only guarantee and clarity is increasingly difficult 
to achieve, how can you plan with confidence?

Let us help. 

The orgvue organizational design and planning 
platform has been developed to help you create 
a fearless future.

A future where you can effortlessly see, design, 
plan and monitor your organization. 

Welcome to fearless performance design
One where you can quickly spot trends, 
capitalize on opportunities and plan for 
whatever comes next. 

And one where you can engage the entire 
organization in your strategy.

The result? No matter what the future brings,  
you can ensure that every foot you put forward 
is placed with total confidence. 

Learn more at orgvue.com
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https://twitter.com/OrgVue
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